
 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Give three personal experience of the workshops you were part off (weekly, 

month end and term end workshop) conducted by your institution. 

 

Nil 

Yes 

. 

Good 

None 

.. 

Excellent 

Weekly 

Na 

Very good 

NA 



Very nice 

Nice 

Nothing 

It was good 

Nothing 

Very well 

Excellent 

Very nice 

Monthly 

_ 

It's good 

Effective 

..... 

Very effective 

Good learning 

None 

helps to grasp the syllabus quickly 

Confidence improve 

NIL 

Nice day 

More leadership qualities, NO stagefear , Improved my vocabulary 

Very effective, Encouraging, Motivating 



Somewhat Good 

Its awesome 

It was easy and new New idea came 

Good, Innovative, And meaningful 

All are very nice 

It's very useful to us, we all have learnt syllabus regularly and properly. 

See i took the part in every wrp term end bcoz this programme use to be host by me 

start to end and before this i had never done such things i becane confident . 

1. I was a team leader of my grp in history dept where I got to learn the leadership 

qualities 2. It also helped me to Build up confidence 

It was very knowledgeable and good 

Is very good 

It's very useful to build up confidence and in other it's help to revise the concept 

Yes give the workshop all3 

Very good 

Gained confidence 

It was interesting 

Project work 

Week end workshop and month end 

Not a part of a workshop 

Not taken a part 

Very Well and appreciable 



It was alway great attending workshops 

It was great, we all student should thankful to the teacher for giving us this great 

opportunity 

No example 

No workshop happened 

Very attentive and good 

It was really informative and helpfull for me to recollect all the basics and some main 

points of the each subject. 

Nothin 

1 . It's really amazing 2 . We are enjoying the session 3. It's very informative and 

revisable 

Weekly , monthly and term end workshop was very effective to remember the syllabus. 

Teachers encouraged all students to participate in workshop 

It's very good for exam preparation. 

Work shop is online meeting and in this 

It was throughly very effective all the teachers were good 

N/a 

Weekly and monthly end workshop helps me to improve.and it's also build the 

confidence for the final exams. 

Well enough to revises the portion 

1. Participated in weekly ended workshop and gained knowledge about the topic. 2. 

Participated in monthly ended workshop and it helps to understand the topics. 3. 

Participated in term ended workshop too and it helps in semester exam. 



These revision helped me to remember what I learnt during classes and helped me to 

participate and to improve my confidence level 

It was good experience 

Yes it was good and very opportunities were given to us and it built our confidence 

and our moral very high. 

It gave me confidence of talking in front of people,To understand my abilities, 

Revision benefits help 

ppt bananeka bad cancel karwa dia timepass worst 

New ideas, gain knowledge, an awesome work 

In sem-1 I have participated in BC to proceed in online 

It was excellent and fun too. 

Answering the MCQs, preparing PPT, explaining 

to help students make the transition from high school and summer activities to 

learning in college; to direct students' attention to the immediate situation for 

learning--the hour in the classroom; to spark intellectual curiosity--to challenge 

students; to support beginners and neophytes in the process of learning in the 

discipline 

Workshop is going for students bcz of good knowledge 

Helpful Build confidence Evaluative 

Good experience 

Overall nice 

Workshop not conducted ever 



I had done both weekly and month end workshops I got to know many things like how 

to give presentation and communicate with people 

.... 

Good 

It was conducted through online . it was of termend workshop 

I have no experience that I remembered about the workshop 

Ghggg 

No i am not a part of conducting month end workshop. There are certain roll numbers 

to whom these work are given. 

Very well it has been conducted by every teacher. 

Revision Helpful for study Extra ideas come 

 

 

25. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching - 

learning experience in your institution. 

ore personal attention required , Giving students more encouragement , Professor's 

should be open minded to students 

Good teaching and nice mentoring 

Offline is the best method to learn. 

Teachers and students interaction should be more. Use of new methods of teaching 

should be implemented. More worksheets should be provided by the teachers. 



All is better and supportive 

I thought no need to improve. Because in our college teaching learning process it were 

good and proper 

Nthing 

Very nice 

Best teacher of my college 

More experiment based 

Overall good teaching 

Very great 

no 

Interaction 

N/A 

Availability of faculty at the beginning of semesters. Arranging right faculy at 

beginning of sem rather than starting to teach mid term. 

1) practicals needs more attention 2) computer 

Start full offline class, teach properly practicals and solve doubts 

Examples with explaination 

Being friendly 

Nothin 



Improve network service Improvement is required for practical subjects 

Teach with examples not like reading and teacher are not experience.freshers teacher 

teach They do not understand what we will understand 

Nothing much everything is perfect 

N/a 

It's really helps me for final examination . And i am able to revise my syllabus and 

subject matter 

Don't think so 

1. There should be everyone participation among students. 2. Teaching faculty is 

excellent. 3. Overall experience is nice. 

It's good 

One physical gaming activity weekly 

Terrible awful worst 

Kindly give more project and real time problem to solve. Courses can be more research 

oriented New technology monthly updates can be given. More items 

Improvement needed 

Teacher's teaching is very good if any doubts we can stand and ask . Even teach by 

giving some examples it is very benefits for us to learn in easy way 

Everything's good 

No need any improvement bcz teaching skills is very good 



Wonderful performance 

Using projectors, more examples on any topic, try to teach in more entertaining way 

1. Increase practicality education. 2. Teachers communicate/interact as much as 

possible with the students. 3. Create good Environment with the students. 

Nil 

Excellence 

Teaching was excellent 

Fhgggg 

There is no issue with the teaching staff. Due to this vacation of covid i am not able to 

grab much things. They gave me their best and it is my responsibility to take 

everything which is best for me. Thank you 

Very well overall. 

Weekly Test 

No 

All teachers are very very good in teaching ... They work hard on us 

Well. 

9 

The time management need to be improved in revision sessions. 



Just one thing on on extra curricular activities, in one every week there is is class for 

extra curricular activities and sports activities in your College that's it. 

__ 

Very good institute helps you to make career bright 

All is good 

It will be great if college encourage Pomodoro Technique in class room 

Interact with us 

We should give equal opportunity to all children to speak, to participate in activities. 

Teaching should be more effective 

1.Encourage social learning 2. Make learning visual 3. Try something new 

 

  

 

 

 

 


